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Abstract: In the main part of this text an analysis of the objectives expected as part of the assessment of a student’s “performance” in sociopolitical education subjects is provided. At the same time, a detailed explanation is given of how relevant the concept of a student’s “performance” is, as regards many of his/her qualities assessed through the assessment process in question. Initially, an attempt is made to explain how and why each assessment, either of students or the learning process, is linked with values deriving from the dominant culture at the time and aligned linearly with the dominant-ruling perceptions in the field of education and society. The analysis is based on a bibliographic approach with the most significant of its secondary objectives being to promote the link that the teaching method should have with the assessment of a student’s performance. Thus, by elaborating on the subject in such a way, useful recommendations are indirectly made to the teacher of sociopolitical education subjects concerning even the key objectives that his teaching approach, methods and content should exhibit, as far as the students are concerned, both in primary and secondary education.
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1. Introduction

First of all, it is commonly held that assessment in education has always been linked, explicitly or implicitly and consciously or unconsciously, with the cultural reality within the framework of which it is established and the social reality it expresses, “serves” or attempts to improve, on the basis of certain models and certain “plans” and/or “visions” created by the majority of society members or those at the helm of society (i.e. its social leaders, its intellectual elite or those that hold the “authority” which shapes its educational system). Therefore, the first step taken in this text is to explain the link between sociocultural data and the reality (see theory and practice) of educational assessment.

In parallel to what has just been mentioned, it is also true that: In recent decades there has been extensive discussion about a citizen’s education or, rather about citizenship [11, 18, 1, 6]; and often discussion is focused on something more special: more specialised education on active citizenship or the quality of the democratic citizen or the citizen of democracy. Thus, even if citizenship –as analysed elsewhere [4]– is endorsed at school also through subjects of a non-political content (see, for example, Nussbaum’s excellent and thorough analysis [21] about how somebody learns to be a democratic citizen through studying subjects in the field of Humanities), an indicator of how democratically organised tomorrow’s society will be and what percentage of its citizens will be active, i.e. participatory in sociopolitical developments, is also the content of social and, mainly political education subjects taught mainly in primary and secondary education. But even if it is clear that this “content”, and the respective Curriculum of these subjects promotes a democratic and participatory political culture, this fact alone cannot inspire optimism for the near future if there are no indicators, or at least indications, of the two facts that follow: first, that the majority of students assimilates this very “content” of the given culture on a satisfactory or...
relatively satisfactory degree and, second, that students acquire the competencies and skills necessary to act as active and democratic adult citizens through school teaching.

This is, however, how the issue of assessing what students learn from these subjects, which have a purely sociopolitical content, comes to the foreground. And one of the key objectives of this text is to present the particular educational, pedagogic and politico-logical criteria which (which are associated with popular democratic political and social values, but also with a similar democratic political culture) on the basis of which this assessment should take place so as to valuate, in the fullest possible manner, how participatory and democratic the political education that today’s youth acquires through these school subjects really is. Finally, through the analysis outlined in this text, another fact is indicated: this assessment will also have a character that would necessarily express certain political-social ethics and a culture of a specific content, therefore it will be incomplete if it relates only to a “content” of knowledge, student competencies and skills.

2. Main Part

2.1. The Logical Basis, Value Origin and Social Function of School Assessment

Before commencing our analysis, however, it is deemed appropriate to approach the term assessment (αξιολόγηση in Greek) from a more general and theoretical perspective, based on the content of its two constituents (αξία and λόγος in Greek): value and discourse/reason. Therefore, assessment constitutes a piece of discourse or a verbally expressed conclusion (hence it forms an assessing judgment or an assessing description) regarding the value (or quality) of a person, thing/*subject matter*/feature [19] -which may have the form of an “output”, “result” or creation-, condition or process [12]. And focusing, first, on the second constituent of the Greek word for assessment (namely discourse/reason), the following can be observed: assuming that this constituent does not only refer to discourse, but also to Reason, that is to Logic, then it can be realised that it refers to a logically structured mindset (i.e. a mindset founded upon a logic relation, and/or a cause-effect relation) on the basis of which assessors (should) conduct the act of assessment, in accordance with certain specific criteria [19]. Thus, assessment is conducted on the grounds of a justification (on the grounds of the above set criteria), which corresponds to a kind of determinism with particular structure and logic.

So this “logical” basis of assessment is the key argument of those who attempt and aim to attribute to it the objective character it would rather or should exhibit (or, to be more exact, to appear to exhibit in the eyes of the public) so as to be legalised as a common practice without being questioned either on the basis of its prestige or value or even its initiator’s - i.e. the assessor’s - intention/purpose. And when some attempt to attribute an “objective” character1 to it, they attempt to minimise or eliminate its “subjective” character, which derives from the assessor and is due to his/her (special) personality. (According to many experts, however, every assessment has a subjective character [28].)

But it is time to return, at this point, to the first constituent of the Greek word for assessment, which is value.

It is quite interesting to note that the word value has a dual meaning: first, it is related with the evaluation –which is normally applied to the base of a graded continuum/axis– of certain features/characteristics or qualities of an element, thing, condition, person, and, second, it is associated –no matter how unnoticeable this may be– with one or more (usually interrelated) social values. And social values are defined as those positions of the overwhelming majority of a/the society which are not only considered to be important/meaningful for this society (and also for every individual member of it), but also appropriate to shape the daily acts and general behaviour of people/individuals in order to secure the smooth operation and progress of society.

So how are these two meanings of the word value combined/connected? As follows: Using assessment people evaluate or valuate2 the degree to which an “element”, person, “product” or situation features a certain characteristic that constitutes a “value” for society – i.e. (a) social value. Thus, assessment reveals/indicates how socially valuable an element, condition, person or “output”-“product” is - in other words, it reveals the social value and social usefulness that the public opinion attributes to it.

So, the assessment that concerns the student should highlight what is considered to be important and valuable by the society and also by the corpus of people which also includes teachers and scientists [12, 26, 24]3, and also...

---

1 Because it is commonly accepted that logic is not shaped by just one person, nor does it express one or two subjects. On the contrary, it is “curved” either from the basic elements of the way of thinking, which is common for the overwhelming majority of people, or by society almost as a whole, (therefore it acts rather as a collective-social convention) or, as others claim, by all scientists and philosophers in society. Hence, in any case, it constitutes a non-subjective, objective reality – even if this reality is conventional, i.e. the product of a convention. (Besides, every social convention is an objective reality, as Durkheim would say, since, first, it is not dependent on any separate individual and, second, it is imposed equally on all, or almost on all, individuals.)

2 In an effort to highlight the difference between the words-terms evaluation and valuation, it should be noted that the term valuation implies the subjective element of assessment and that assessment expresses certain personal qualities of the assessor. On the contrary, the term evaluation is more associated with the “objective” character and the “objective” features of assessment (which are often called “countable” even though the assessment process almost always includes features which are uncountable). (However, Kassotakis [12] says that when many authors use the term evaluation they mean school performance measurement.)

3 The society, e.g., believes that the most important of all that the school should teach to children and the youth, is to be honest, and also dynamically effective in the field of social and financial competition of our times. Teachers, on the other hand, as pedagogists, believe that the most important thing that the school should teach to students is to be amiable, hardworking, love learning and making progress, respect the elder and appreciate education and educated people. And scientists believe that the main thing that the school should teach to its graduates is to write texts and prepare assignments that would be well-structured and well-compiled, in terms of language, and think rationally and not be easily convinced...
whatever “important”-valuable (s)he “learnt” from the “lesson” (i.e. through teaching, the activities completed in class with a learning objective, or his/her personal studying/practice outside the school class, as a result and on the basis of (i) the syllabus and (ii) the demands of his/her teacher).

2.2. What Is the Assessment of the Learning Process About

When the term assessment of learning is used here, it means the assessment of the learning process, that is the evaluation of whether and to what extent all processes and “acts that make up what we call teaching” manage to teach something to the student.

Nevertheless, it may also mean the following: the evaluation of whether and to what extent the whole teaching process managed to make students learn some specific pieces of knowledge, or develop some specific attitudes, abilities or skills, which are included in the teaching objectives of the module presented to them. Hence, if someone attributes this content to the assessment of the learning process, they can evaluate, through it, in essence, the degree to which the student learnt (or the teacher managed/achieved to make the student learn) all those teaching “contents” that the teacher purposefully attempted to teach him/her. (But, on the basis of what was stated previously, these very teaching “contents” (will) logically relate not only to socially important knowledge or socially important skills and/or competencies, but, in a certain, more or less apparent way, they will also refer to certain social values.)

2.3. Educational and Social Determining Factors When Assessing the Learning Process

Since, however, the learning process involves two poles, i.e. the teacher and the student (therefore through its assessment both the ability of the former to teach and the latter to learn are assessed), would be advisable to approach some of its crucial parameters more analytically. Some of them are more related to the teacher, while others are more related to the student.

First, let’s analyse the constituents behind the assessment of the learning process, as this is accomplished by the teacher, to ascertain its deeper relationship with what we call values.

So, note, initially, that this assessment is a) conducted in terms of certain models –e.g. that of the “excellent” or “keen” student– which relate to the subject being taught, or some other performance models that relate to the student.  

However, as is known, behind every model, there are always one or more values on the basis of which the content and qualities that define it are determined. Hence, these models are based on values and/or value options of the society, the majority of its members or (to use a term by Bourdieu), those who shape its intellectual/educational capital.

b) conducted in terms of the objectives set as part of the teaching module or teaching hour [21]. (It may also be applied, to a certain extent, on the basis of the general purpose of the lesson [14, 24, 11, 5]). And these objectives are set i) on the basis of the special type of the lesson. E.g. in a lesson that offers knowledge about the organisation of sociopolitical life, it is almost impossible for the teacher, not to promote, on the basis of the Syllabus, also his students’ critical thinking [1, 4]. Therefore, if a student can never articulate some form of critical discourse in class or include it in the text of a written assignment, then as part of the assessment the teacher is called upon to make (s)he can only regard it as something negative. This setting of objectives is also defined iii) on the basis of the content of each specific module of the subject being taught. E.g. teaching the different political systems requires another kind of understanding, whereas teaching the various theories and ideologies demands a deeper, more theoretical, more reflecting and more critical approach – therefore, the assessment criteria are respectively different for a student’s performance.

And c) conducted on the basis of the framework composed by the school-social and legislative reality within which the teacher works and teaches – see (i) the current educational legislation (which also includes the Syllabi), (ii) the technical and building infrastructure of schools, (iii) the culture of the society where the school is located and operates: sociocultural “environment”) and, mainly, (iv) the students’ general “profile” (see their perception identity, their cultural, educational and socioeconomic profile, their aims, desires and interests).

Hence, in conclusion, the assessment of the learning process is accomplished on the basis of the principle of socioeducational models that concern the socially desired model of student (i.e. principle of the ideal), the principle of setting objectives-purposes for every subject taught (i.e. principle of setting objectives and programming teaching) and the principle of limitations of the (school-social and legal-institutional) reality (i.e. principle of terms and limits of reality/principle of realism).

2.4. The Various Forms of Student “Performance”, Competencies and Capabilities Assessed by Teachers

Turning, now, to the pole of the student, note the

with anything that is not based on a scientific method of analysis and rational documentation.

4 Skills are different from abilities/competencies, even though quite a few texts – some even related to Teaching – refer to the two terms in a way that makes the reader consider them either as almost or totally synonymous, or not realise that there are differences (not to mention important ones) between them.

5 Hence, the comparative element is co-present in school assessment [20] since, as part of its application, each student is either compared (unconsciously) with such a model, or (consciously or unconsciously) with one or some of his/her “excellent” or, more rarely, significantly lower performing classmates.

6 About the difference between the teaching objectives of a module –that relates to magnetism, for example– and the general teaching purposes of the subject – which is, for example, Physics in Senior High School–, see, for example, [23].

7 To realise how important ii often is, we should mention that whether the teacher will teach a group of 35 or 17 students depends on a combination of i and ii. Hence, first, surely ii affects i and, second, the combination of these two can act as a catalyst (in the approach and method of teaching and, as a result also) upon the teacher and the educational task-learning result, so also upon the learning process.
following: The assessment of the learning process is accomplished in three different teaching stages. Thus, based on the time when it is accomplished, we have three kinds of assessment: The diagnostic/initial assessment which is held before teaching commences [12, 11, 5, 29, 13, 14, 24, 26, 21, 17], the formative assessment which is conducted during teaching [12, 11, 5, 29, 13, 14, 24, 26, 21, 17] and the summative which is completed after teaching has ended [12, 11, 5, 29, 13, 14, 24, 26, 21, 17, 18].

The teacher, however, focuses on the intermediate and summative assessments, because these two will basically influence his/her overall evaluation of the student’s performance in the subject (s)he has taught him/her. With the intermediate assessment, it is primarily the student’s participation in the teaching process that is assessed together with the so-called “presentation” of the syllabus in class, while his/her summative performance is assessed with the final assessment. His/her summative performance, however, responds to what (s)he has learnt from the lesson, while his/her participation in the lesson is an “achievement-participation” or a participation achievement (i.e. the degree and approach of participation in the lesson) - see how actively, in what way or ways and with how positive results for the teaching process as a whole (s)he participated in the lesson.8

Turning back to our analysis, emphasis is given on the individual components of a student’s performance, which is assessed by the teacher, expressing concerns regarding certain issues arising from quite a few of them.

So the components of performance which the teacher is called upon to assess are no longer included in the classic “framework”, knowledge – attitudes – skills [16, 22, 6], but in a more complex one, which is more analytical and, possibly more “comprehensive” in terms of “information”. More specifically, these components are the following:

1. The student’s knowledge [14] – either acquired after teaching (see summative assessment), or that which (s)he had already had before the commencement of teaching (see diagnostic assessment). Here, however, there is an issue arising: Not all students have the same lingual-expressive ability (and here we do not have in mind any possible stuttering or other relevant problems students may be facing), since others have a good command of speech while others do not. Others are eloquent and/or have a rich vocabulary, but others do not. Finally, some students can structure their thoughts well in oral speech, while others cannot. Apart from these ascertainties, the type of examination (oral – written) which forms the basis for the assessment also plays a significant role. In other words, some students express themselves well in written speech and some others express themselves better orally. (There are still those who express themselves equally well in both forms of speech.) Moreover, other students need more time to turn their thoughts into speech (either written or even oral), and others can do so even when they do not have a lot of time on their hands.9 Therefore, isn’t the teacher influenced sometimes -perhaps many times- even by the student’s “inability” to express him/herself in such a way as to somewhat underestimate his/her cognitive performance? Besides, note that in some subjects the quality of a student’s speech plays an even more determining role –see, e.g. not only philological subjects, but also subjects like Religion and Sociopolitical Education–, as it considerably affects the accuracy and wealth of his/her views and the answers (s)he gives to the teacher’s questions. E.g. in every scientific Social Science project –with the exception, perhaps, of the case when this is an exhibition/presentation of some purely quantitative research data–, its scientific discourse coincides with the lingual discourse. I.e. the scientific element corresponds with the textual element. In other words, the scientific discourse of the special expect coincides with the lingual discourse that (s)he him/herself has and articulates as the writer-author. Thus, if the special scientist’s speech is not accurate, clear-comprehensible and vivid, (s)he cannot convince people of his/her scientific accuracy, truth, validity and value. Hence, in a few words, (s)he cannot even convince people of his/her scientific standing. And, in our opinion, this is something that every teacher teaching theoretical subjects should explain emphatically to his/her students; in sciences and subjects which demand quality, clarity and accuracy of lingual expression on the part of students, when they answer one of their teacher’s questions or take part in a discussion in class (and it is within this framework of accuracy that the choice of the appropriate words or necessary terms-words is included), accuracy is considered to be the only, real and authentic reflection of the quality of content and the student’s way of thinking, that is whether and how well-correctly or deeply the students have understood what they read or were taught.

2. The various kinds of cognitive competencies of students, which are divided between those which

---

8 E.g. a student may answer all questions posed by the teacher during his teaching, but be so disruptive that (s)he creates pedagogically unfavourable conditions in class; therefore, in this case, his/her teacher’s assessment (qualitative or expressed in marks) may (fairly or unfairly) not be so “positive”.

9 At this point it would be useful to remember the shared findings arising from relevant research projects in Greece and abroad (see about them in [5]), that the overwhelming majority of teachers do not lend their students sufficient time to talk or answer questions in class, since, either consciously or unconsciously, they insist that they express their opinion or answer in just a few seconds. But, as is known, analytical sentences and views, which express well-structured and rich reasoning, need some sufficient time to be articulated orally. And the kind of thinking (and also speech) that sociopolitical science subjects should promote is substantially based on such rich (in content, quality and also length) reflections. Therefore, it can immediately be perceived how necessary it is for a teacher to provide sufficient time to his/her students to elaborate on their views regarding the subject (s)he teaches.
allow him/her to perceive and comprehend the knowledge taught—"syllabus"—and which is called perception (see how well-deeply and quickly (s)he understands and consolidates what (s)he listens in class or what (s)he reads) and those that allow him/her to make fast and effective use of the material (knowledge and information) (s)he is taught and also combine it with input from other modules or fields of reality or everyday life. (Therefore we refer to the speed and quality of a student’s perception and thinking.) And these can be called capabilities to capitalise on the knowledge acquired. Such competencies can be found e.g. in someone who expresses him/herself sufficiently or can use examples which are in support of what (s)he says. Hence, the teacher finally assesses the student, consciously or unconsciously, also on the basis of his ability to use language and express him/herself [14]. But also whoever “participates” easily and effectively in the teaching phase, which is called application. And application includes doing exercises, solving problems, using theoretical knowledge on the level of practical applications (in laboratory classes or other—see, for example, the case of technical vocational education) and other similar cases; in other words, capitalising on knowledge that has just been acquired, in real conditions, which means in alansysing and interpreting real phenomena and/or solving problems that everyday life triggers (in the sphere of labour, society or even science).

These competencies also include the so-called critical competency of the student, i.e. his/her (general) critical thinking-perception, within the framework of which the competent student (not the one who, simply and only, has his/her own opinion and the courage to express it in class) can assess phenomena, situations, facts, thoughts, arguments, predictions, views, suggestions and ideologies in a solidly justified manner. (When it comes to sociopolitical subjects, it is considered crucial that the student has the following competency: to use convincing arguments on various issues, for example, in the case of technical vocational education) and other similar cases; in other words, capitalising on knowledge that has just been acquired, in real conditions, which means in alansysing and interpreting real phenomena and/or solving problems that everyday life triggers (in the sphere of labour, society or even science).

10 See about this, for example, in [25, 12, 7, 23, 15].
11 See about this, for example, in [2, 4] and about critical thinking see, for example, in [9, 7].
12 See about this, for example, in [10, 27], where the unclear meaning of creativity, at least in the field of pedagogical sciences, is underlined.
exceptional and a pioneer in any science (s)he decides to serve, (s)he should have also developed the way of thinking that responds to deviant-creative thinking, amongst others). Hence, the teacher of sociopolitical science subjects at school should evaluate a student’s feature to have subtractive and penetrating, or justifiably critical thinking, rather than, e.g. deviant, as particularly positive.

(4) d) A student’s skills relate to handling tangible data in a way that requires a sharp eye or good and accurate kinesiology of the body and hands or very careful and acute sense of hearing (perhaps also smell or taste, as needed in cookery training). And such skills-capabilities that respond to abilities of the senses and fine handling of the body, but also keen observation, are mainly required in artistic education that relates to the cinema, dance, music and the visual arts, and also technical vocational education.

(5) e) A student’s behaviour during the lesson and, more specifically, the way (s)he participates in it. In this case, of course, it is obvious that this quality is not countable (therefore it is not evaluated-valuated easily) and which, most probably, is even more closely attached to the teacher’s subjectivity. E.g. a teacher may consider it very important or even necessary that his/her students participate in the lesson – therefore (s)he considers it a very negative point in his/her student’s assessment that this student does not take part in the lesson. Another teacher, however, may not consider it so necessary or important. In addition, it depends, to a great extent, also on the kind of subject, while it often depends also on the level of the subject (and also, of course, on the cognitive background of the students that make up a class). More analytically, in approximately 50% of the cases, a student’s participation in the lesson presupposes that (s)he has some, even imperfect or “wrong”, knowledge related to the module in question/syllabus. In the subject of Chemistry, however, for example, it is almost impossible for an average student to have knowledge about a chemical phenomenon (or a chemical reaction or the way a chemical product is prepared), before (s)he is taught something relevant at school. Thus, his/her participation is limited to that phase of teaching when the chemical reaction is presented on the board, as he cannot participate “intrusively” in its initial phase when the subject is theoretical. Moreover, while it is not so difficult for a 15-year-old student to participate by “intruding” when a module related to Economy is taught as part of the Political Education in the early classes of Senior High School, where only some economic phenomena are mentioned without being analysed on the basis of some (micro- or macro-) economic theory or according to some (arithmetic-mathematic) applied economics formulas, (s)he cannot do so when (s)he is taught Economics in the final Class of Senior High School (unless he has acquired that knowledge from some tutoring lessons) because in this class the level of analysis that is set in the subject of Economics is higher.

Participation in class, however, also includes a student’s active listening. So a student who does not participate verbally in teaching, but attends it with attention and concentration, may probably be assessed more positively compared to another student who is often distracted during the lesson, as the teacher has realised.

Moreover, it is obvious that a student’s behaviour in class often affects his/her assessment negatively if (s)he is disruptive. Finally, another feature that makes a teacher assess a student positively is how co-operative (or, compliant) (s)he is, both with his/her classmates and the teacher him/herself. (His/her relationship with his/her classmates, however, comes to the foreground only if the teacher assigns group projects to his/her students. Therefore, such a feature can be evaluated only in the case when the teacher has adopted a co-operating approach to teaching with an emphasis on teamwork.)

Hence, , as it can be ascertained, at this point, in the field of assessment many important qualities of students are examined, which derive directly from their very personality and, given the fact that they are evidently qualitative, they cannot be assessed quantitatively/numerically. One of these qualities, for example, is a student’s much-praised diligence, i.e. how diligently (s)he completes his/her assignments; e.g. how attentively (s)he does his/her projects or the exercises (s)he is assigned with. Another aspect of what we have called diligence, which is a more important quality of his/her behaviour, is his/her consistency, i.e. how consistent (s)he is to what his/her teacher asks from him/her. For example, does (s)he deliver his/her assignments on time? And his/her consistency is important because it corresponds to a commitment in relation to his/her teacher.

All the above, however, even if it is clear that they should be assessed by the teacher, cause him/her great discomfort when (s)he is called to evaluate his/her students’ performance and diligence -or what we have called “behaviour”- using marks.

And f) a student’s social (and/or political) views, values and attitudes. Here, there is a very crucial issue arising, particularly as regards the sociopolitical education subjects. A
student’s attitudes, which must be of interest to those who teach sociopolitical education subjects, relate to his/her flairs and positions when it comes to certain situations (see, for example, the use of violence against minorities and general criminal activity), or some social, religious, cultural or national groups. So, within the framework of political education offered today in schools of countries where the dominant political culture is democratic, the teacher should cultivate democratic and humanitarian values, attitudes and views among students. In that respect, (s)he should promote positive, or, at least, not negative attitudes towards the various social or minority groups we have just mentioned and, of course, attitudes that would be against violence, criminal activity and intolerance, and also a critical, and finally, negative attitude towards every kind of chauvinism, racism or sexism. Hence, how should a teacher assess the content (or orientation) of political and/or social thinking and the sociopolitical positions-opinions and views of those teenagers who are not in favour of democratic values (see, e.g., the case of students who express nationalistic views), tolerance towards the fellow man who is diverse from us, humanitarianism and social solidarity? If, of course, the teacher himself/herself happens not to be a supporter of the aforementioned anti-chauvinistic, anti-sexist, anti-racist, democratic and humanitarian values and views, the question can be easily answered: (S)he will apparently assess favourably those students who have opinions similar to his/her, or, most probably, (s)he will not assess them negatively as a result of their very views and positions. If, though, (s)he has democratic, humanitarian and anti-chauvinistic views, will (s)he be influenced, to a certain extent, negatively from the differences of opinion with his/her students in the assessment (s)he will make of them or not? The answer we consider appropriate here is the following: (S)he should not be influenced negatively in his/her assessment, but (s)he should consider attempting even more systematically, but not in a way that would appear “pressing”, to make his/her students perceive reality in a different and more human, tolerant and democratic way.

3. Conclusion

Concluding, it should be stressed that, in any case, teachers of sociopolitical school subjects must not forget that their subjects do not only entail information or knowledge, but also attitudes, values and views/beliefs; such that fall within a field of sociopolitical ethics (which relates to acting correctly, speaking correctly and thinking and perceiving correctly) that expresses also a specific positive social assessment regarding certain important, for the social and political life, issues and stakes which are linked, from a social perspective, with democracy and tolerance towards the politically and ideologically different “other” and, from a social perspective, with humanitarianism and solidarity towards those who suffer and any fellow man who experiences some form of social exclusion. Therefore, the role and pedagogical, social and, finally, political duty of this teacher is to offer students a kind of education that would also relate to edification (in the sense of indicating orientation to underage students – see the origin of the Greek word for edification (αγωγή) from the verb αγω, which means “show the way”), and also that of education, which, however, includes cultivation of certain competencies which will allow them to have a democratic and critical political thinking, and also some skills which will make them capable of participating in an active, effective and creative way (i.e. with a “positive” contribution to society) in the social developments when they become adults.

Assessing the “result” of a teacher’s teaching task, however, which is reflected on the learning result expressed through the thinking, behaviour and, finally, the overall political culture that the student will have “acquired”, should be completed by the teacher on the basis of the sociopolitical values mentioned above. Because, finally, the reason behind the assessment conducted within the framework of these subjects is to conclude in an ascertainment whether and to what extent the student has finally internalised these very values. Besides, it is a fact that school assessment itself as a process has a social value and, at the same time, constitutes a social value, exactly because -or on condition and only on condition that- it evaluates the degree to which values are reflected in the face of students; those values that the society where the given school operates “believes” in.
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